Abstract-The Lempel-Ziv data compression algorithm has the property that for finite-memory sources the redundancy p n (defined as the difference between the average code rate and the entropy when the memory size is n) is 0 ( ! %@@ logn ). 
I. INTRODUCTION HE fixed-database Lempel-Ziv algorithm (FDLZ) closely
T resembles practical versions of the LZ algorithm that are widely in use. In [4] , it was shown that for finite-memory sources, the redundancy pn (defined as the difference between the average code rate and the source entropy, H , when the memory size for the algorithm is n ) is log log n log n -Has n + 03. In [ 11, Bender and Wolf suggested a variant of LZ which empirically appears to perform well. In this paper we suggest a finite-memory version of their scheme, and show that it has redundancy pn = o('> log n where n is the memory size. We will be concerned with a data source which is a random sequence{Z,}r ?-,, that takes values in an alphabet A, with IAl = A < CO. We assume that {Z,} is stationary, and is finite-order Markov. Thus there is a finite M such that We also assume that {Z,} is aperiodic.' Let H be the source entropy. Of course, the data source can be losslessly encoded chain. We say that { z k } is aperiodic, if the chain {sk} is aperiodic.
using ( H + p n ) bits per source symbol, where n is a measure of the complexity of the code, and pn + 0, as n + 03. The LZ algorithm is a universal procedure (which does not depend on the source statistics) for encoding the source at a rate close to the entropy which has been shown to achieve pn + 0 in a variety of contexts.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
We begin with a discussion of the FDLZ algorithm. Let Z r be the data source, discussed above, which we want to compress. Assume that the encoder has available a "training sequence" X ; that is statistically independent of, but with the same distribution as 2;. The encoder codes X ; into binary with no compression (this requires [n log A1 bits), and we assume that X ; is available to the decoder. The encoding procedure for Z y is as follows. Let L1 be the largest integer such that a copy of Zfl is a substring of X ; , that is (When n is large, L1 is well-defined with high probability.) Then Zfl (called a phrase) is encoded by a binary representation of ml (which requires logn bits), and a binary representation of L1 (which requires about log L1 bits). With knowledge of ( m l , L l ) and X ; , the decoder can reconstruct Z f l from ( 2 ) . The entire process is now repeated for Z L~+~. Z L~+ P . .
.. , to obtain (7112. L 2 ) ; (m3, L 3 ) , etc. Note that we can think of X; as a "dictionary" which defines the coding scheme.
The average code rate in bits per source symbol can be shown to be [4] (for large 71) log n + E log L1 EL1 R = R n = ( 3 ) where the indicated expectation is with respect to the datasequence Z and the training-sequence X . 2 The numerator in (3) is the average number of bits required to transmit a phrase, and the denominator is the average phrase length. Note that since we amortize the bits used for transmitting X ; over the infinite data source Z y , these bits do not contribute to the rate.
In [4] it is shown that, as n + -x log n EL1 = -H + O(1) and E log L1 -log logn. We now describe the modified algorithm, which was motivated by Bender and Wolf [l] . Assume that the encoder has two training sequences X ; , Y?, which are independent of each other, and independent of the data sequence Zy . Also X ; , Y; have the same distribution as 2;. The encoder codes both X?, Y; with no compression, so that they will be available to the decoder. We now begin to encode Zy. Lef ( m l , L1) be exactly as above, so that (2) log n H
In our modified algorithm, the source sequence Z and the pseudo-source 2 are "apprpximately" the same (use (2) and (6)). Thus T,(Z) and T,(Z) are about the same, and
The crucial point is that i 1 can be found from X ? , Y?, and Thus the decoder can recover the data Zfl using (2) .
Again the process is repeated with Z?+, instead of Zy.
The average code rate will be shown in Appendix I1 to be
where c > 0 is a constant. Since, as above log n
This is an imprecise sketch of the main idea of the proof.
A careful argument is required to show that T,(Z) is close to
T,(Z), and that EIT,(Z) -211 = O(1). In fact, as we shall
see, we will take a more indirect route.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
We begin with some definitions. Let zt,z;", k 5 CO, n < CO, be two sequences from the alphabet A. Define L(zt,z;") to be the largest integer L 5 k , such that a copy of string zf is a substring of z;", i.e.
Of course L 5 k , n , and for k 2 n
L(z?,z;) = L(z;,z;).
(15) we have that the redundancy is (9) For z;,z;" sequences from A, let Z(z;,z;) be the pseudo-
The main mathematical task is to estimate E log 121 -L1I.
We prove the following in Section 111.
Thus from (9) and Jensen's inequality, (2)) is L(Z?,X;), and 2 1 (defined by (7)) is L(2,YY). we can take the memory-size M = 1, i.e., (1) is Now we show in Appendix I that with no loss of generality
{
We assume that
We also show in Appendix I how to prove Theorem 2.1 when cy = 1. We will make use of the fact that for i < j < k , and
We can now give the first of a series of lemmas that will Thus if 2 : ' E S p , then so will 2, . Thus part ( A ) will apply yielding A e* ' We restrict ourselves to those sequences z T such that for j = 1 . 2 , . . ., P ( z i ) > 0. The probability of these z's is 1.
Thus
We have from ( l l ) , (22), and (30) with k = T
where the last step follows on another application of part ( A ) . This is part ( B ) .
Let us look at the "pseudo-source'' sequence 2 = Z ( Z . X ; ) , given by (6). 2 will, of course, be a finite-length sequence, which means that T n ( 2 ) may not be well-defined.
To get around this awkward possibility we extend 2 to make an infinite sequence in the following obvious way. We determine ( L 1 , m l ) exactly as before so that Z is given by , i.e. z = (X,, . x , , , . ' . , X,).
For purposes of extending 2 only, imagine that X is an infinite sequence X y (instead of X y ) , and define the extended pseudo-source z* = 2;-= ( X m l . xm2 1 ' . .). 
3=L1+1
The first inequality in (31), and (19) and (22b) yield
and the second inequality in (31) yields
not depend on n such that, with probability 1 or We complete the proof of the Theorem by writing
(Z) and T* = T,(Z*). Observe that
From (39), the first term is 0 (1). Using (23) and Lemma 3.1, the second term is
Step ( EIT -L11 = 0 (1).
E[T* -LT]+ = E[T* -LT]+I
Combining (35) and (42) we have where we have used Lemma 3.1 with e = e* to bound P ( & ) and Lemma 3.3(A) to bound P(&i). Inequality (46) 
2(A).
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 3.2(B). Assume ze* E &*.We will need some new definitions. First, as a mathematical convenience, imagine that the two databases X; and Yy are substrings of an infinite realization XFm, YTm. For C 5 n, and arbitrary 2;" we can write the event n
The last quantity that we will need is the following "recurrence time." Let zEe+l be arbitrary, C 2 1. Let N1(zTe+l) be the minimum N > 0 such that zO_e+l = z;-e+l.
Think of zo,+, as a template, and slide it into "positive" time until we get a perfect match. Then N I is the number of positions we will need to slide. For example, when e = 4, and a b c a ) . To make the dependence of N1(zoe+,) on d ' e + 1 explicit, define
Step (a) in (51) follows from the definition of N ( . , .); step (b)
from z E Se; step (c) from E l n E2 = El -E;, for any two events El and E l ; and step (d) from (49). It follows, using Our task is to justify (60). Let n E~ a n {x;-,+, = z ;~ j = E + t and as in Section IV, let
a from the stationarity and ergodicity of { 2,) that the Markov
(A51
Step (a) follows from the fact that E3 is XGl-measurable, and the Markov property.
Step (b) follows from (A4 Now it is shown in [4] , that as n + x
where 0 (1) does not depend on n or k . We show below that there is a constant c (that does not depend on n or k ) such that 
R" I
Inequality (AlO) is (8). We now give a proof of (A9).
Let us define, for k = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . , 
Step ( The authors wish to acknowledge with thanks useful con-
